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A laboratory data system was developed, based on the Apple II microcomputer.
This system performs data acquisition, experimental parameter control, high
resolution graphical display, data storage and transfer. All programming was
accomplished in floating point BASIC. A Hitatchi Ultraviolet-Visible Spectrophoto-
meter was interfaced to the laboratory data system (via its 0-2v recorder output),
utilizing an AI-02 analog to digital converter card as the interface. Data analysis
uses of the system are shown through applications of data smoothing and analytical
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INTRODUCTION
The home computer has been found to be a versatile tool in the analytical
laboratory. The first general purpose computer designed specifically for laboratory
work was developed over a decade ago, and during the subsequent period a revolution
in technology has taken place, resulting in a decrease in size and cost of computers.
Computers are now economically available to the scientist and no longer require a
great deal of expertise in programming or digital design to interface laboratory
instruments.
A number of reports dealing with the application of computers to analytical
instrumentation have appeared in the literature. ~ The computer based systems
include systems utilizing both mini and microcomputers. However, these systems
suffer from one or all of the following disadvantages.
The first disadvantage is expense. Most of the computers that have sufficient
software support for real time applications are too expensive for single instrument
applications. Martin and Freiser described a stand alone analytical system based on
an in-house designed microcomputer system that cost as much as $6,^00.
The second disadvantage is complexity. The average scientist (chemist) does
not possess the expertise in electronics and programming to assemble a system
capable of meeting analytical demands. Also, interfacing the computer to external
devices is a relatively complex process due to the construction of the computer.
The third disadvantage is the lack of software support which allows for
interactive control of real time applications. Software used in real time applications
is usually instrument or application specific and therefore of very limited usefulness.
The implementation of the language is generally computer specific, adaptable to
other machines only with major alterations. However, an alternative' to this
limitation has been to extend popular high level languages such as FORTRAN IV and
BASIC into the real-time environment. '7
It was the purpose of this research project to develop an inexpensive and
relatively simple laboratory data system capable of meeting analytical demands. This
system was interfaced to an ultra-violet visible spectrophotometer and a PDP 11/34
minicomputer. The system features experimental parameter control, real time data
acquisition and data filing, display and transfer. Illustrative examples of the system
are shown through applications of data smoothing and analytical techniques such as
ensemble averaging, Savitzky-Golay digital filtering and curve deconvolution.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The Laboratory Instrument Computer (LINC), the first general laboratory
computer, was developed in 1962. This computer was the prototype for most of the
laboratory computers since developed. It was designed to be flexible for connection
to a variety of digital and analog signals originating from laboratory apparatus and
had display devices and small magnetic tapes (now DEC tapes). Paralleling the
introduction of the laboratory computer, processor and memory cost decreased to the
point where the use of computers in the laboratory became feasible.
In the late 1960's, use was made of the control capabilities of the computer.
Frazer's 1970 review article, on laboratory automation, discusses the enormous
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changes that took place from 1965 to 1971. The first system to be implemented had
one computer dedicated to a single experiment or two or more very similar
experiments.
Shortly after laboratory computers were introduced, real time systems were
developed, such as the PDP-7. The PDP-7 is an 18-bit system with 8 K of 1.75 u sec
core memory, a 16-bit analog to digital converter and multiplexer, a CRT, a 500 K
word disk and write-only tape unit. This system had no background capabilities and
all of the software was written in assembly language. The advantages of this system
were:
(1) fast response characteristics relative to I/O requirements;
(2) relatively easy development of monitors as compared to TSX (Time Shared
Executives);
(3) relatively compact operating systems that require very little core
memory.
At the same time that time-shared systems were being developed, some time-
shared systems were being converted into real-time systems with extensive
foreground-background capabilities. These systems allowed the scientist to program
in FORTRAN. The system suffered from the following disadvantages:
(1) the monitor could only be modified with great difficulty;
(2) the monitors associated with these systems were very expensive in terms
of core memory;
(3) the systems generally had less desirable time-response unless they were
provided with expensive demand-response interfaces.
Since the introduction of the laboratory computer, the cost of hardware has greatly
decreased thereby stimulating the proliferation of laboratory computers. Useful 8-bit
microprocessors, the Itel 8080, Motorola 6800, Zilog 280 and MOS Technology 6502,
became commercially available in 1975 and were then used to develop microcomputer
systems.
The microcomputer has made a significant impact on laboratory automation.
The use of semiconductor technology for memory is one of the distinguishing
characteristics of the microcomputer and the prime motivation in the development of
these devices. Dessy and co-workers at Virginia Polytechnic Institute were among
the first group of workers to apply microprocessors to chemical instrumentation.
They developed a pollution analysis system using the technique of stripping analysis
for metals and ion-selective electrodes for nonmetals. Analog-to-digital and digital-
to-analog converters were interfaced to a microprocessor for sampling and analysis
control.
Since 1975, several microcomputer systems have been developed such as the
Atairi 8800 and other S-100 bus systems, the Commodore Pet, the Radio Shack TRS-
80, the APPLE II, the Atari 400 and 800 and the Texas Instrument 99/4 personal
computers. Of these systems, the APPLE II best meets the specifications for low-
cost, versatile, real-time scientific applications.
The APPLE II is a personal-sized microcomputer based on the MOS (metallic
oxide semiconductor technology) 6502 microprocessor. It is similar in design to the
first general purpose laboratory instrument computer and laboratory computers since
developed; and was designed to be flexible for connections to a variety of digital and
analog signals emanating from the laboratory instrument. It also possesses capa
bilities of displaying and storing data. Unlike the LINC, and other laboratory
instrument computers that have been adapted for scientific applications, personal-
sized computers offer advantages with regards to: (1) cost (see Table 1), (2)
complexity, and (3) hardware and software support.
Table 1. Approximate Cost of Apple II and Peripherals. Total Cost of the System is
$5400.
Computers and Peripherals Cost
Apple II (plus 48 k bytes) $1400
Disk Drives (2) with Controller Card $1100
Communication Card $ 225
Parallel Interface Card $ 250
A/D Card $ 250
PASCAL Language System $ 495
FORTRAN $ 200
Apple Clock $ 280
Paper Tiger Printer $1150
Black and White Monitor $ 150
The APPLE II microcomputer and its associated supporting hardware is very
inexpensive, thus making its incorporation into computer based instrumentation
systems feasible. Also, because of the modular approach to its architecture, the
construction of a microcomputer based system is very easy. Furthermore, the high-
level language capabilities makes interactive real-time scientific applications
relatively effortless.
The minimal configuration for an automation system was outlined in Barkley
and Reugg. Each automation system is made up of two parts, a local computation
facility for each analytical instrument and communication facilities to a large main
frame. The local system provides data acquisition, experimental control, real time
computation, graphic display and local data reduction.
The data processing microcomputer system performs the real time computa
tions, graphics display and local data reduction. It is configured with dual floppy disc,
a hard copy terminal and optionally, a graphics display. The floppy discs provide data
and program storage. In addition, the data processing machine provides a com
munication link to a large mainframe.
The local computation facility provides minimal capability. Any additional
computation and storage requirements are provided by the mainframe. Data is
accumulated locally and stored on floppy disc. Data which requires further
processing or archival storage is transmitted to the mainframe.
Data Handling
Generally an experiment can be considered as a superset of two-parameter
measurements. Although a given experiment may consist of multiple-parameter
measurements, the resulting data can be converted to sets of x-y data; that is, two
parameter sets. Resulting x-y data sets can be presented and manipulated in a
number of ways to obtain the desired multiparametric presentations and analyses,
such as in optical spectrophotometry where analog data (y-axis) may be transmit-
tance, absorbance, or optical density, and the x-axis measurements might be time,
wavelength, frequency, etc.
The methodologies of converting the data output from the instrument into a
format acceptable to the microcomputer, the process of interfacing and the
subsequent processing of these data into specific coordinate sets must be considered.
The aspects usually required for the widest variety of instrumental automation are
data acquisition via analog-to-digital conversion; digital preprocessing; procedural
reduction; manipulation and transformation; and post-operative amalgamation and
interpretation.
Data Acquisition - Data acquistion is the extraction of information from the
instrument and the conversion of that information into computer-compatible data.
The rate at which this data is acquired is a major consideration. According to the
Nyquist theory,the sampling frequency should be at least twice the highest frequency
contained in the signal of interest to prevent loss of information. Although sampling
at twice the Nyquist signal should allow proper digitization, sampling should be done
at five to ten times the Nyquist signal frequency in order that digital filtering
techniques are implemented effectively.
Noise is another parameter that must be considered in the determination of the
best data acquisition approach. Various filtering techniques can be applied to
minimize noise in order to facilitate accurate and sensitive measurement. One
technique that almost invariably produces improvements is the analog filter, Such a
filter will pass only signals with a frequency less than a specified amount (cutoff
frequency), thus, reducing the high frequency noise.
Digital Preprocessing - In addition to the above, digital filtering can be used to
further eliminate noise and enhance the signal to noise (S/N) ratio. There are several
techniques to accomplish this including real-time box car averaging, ensemble
averaging and using post-run digital filters.
Boxcar averaging is used in applications where the rate of change of the analog
signal is slow with respect to the sampling rate of the ADC (analog to digital
converter). It is primarily effective in filtering out high frequency noise. The signal
is sampled several times at each particular point and averaged to replace that point.
The effective sampling rate must still obey the Nyquist theorem. The S/N
enhancement for boxcar averaging is proportional tovjN where N is the number of
points averaged. Because boxcar averaging is done in real time, the finite .speed of
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the computer may be an impediment in obtaining a boxcar large enough to achieve
adequate signal smoothing. However, if the analog signal is repetitive in nature
ensemble averaging provides an alternative or an additional method.
Ensemble averaging involves collecting successive sets of data from a repeated
experiment and subsequently summing them point for point in an array in memory.
At the end of this period the data are normalized by dividing the sum for each datum
by the number of scans made. Ensemble averaging filters out both the low frequency
and high frequency random noise and improves the S/N ratio by a factor which is
proportional to the square root of the spectra averaged together. In many
applications a combination of boxcar in realtime and ensemble averaging are used to
obtain a maximum improvement in minimal time. This technique involves the boxcar
averaging of each scan followed by the ensemble averaging of successive reduced
scans. The improvement of S/N obtained in the boxcar average and the ensemble
average are multiplicative, thus reducing the number of scans that would be required
if ensemble averaging alone were used.
When boxcar averaging and/or ensemble averaging fails to remove a sufficient
amount of the low frequency noise, which could cause necrotic failure in subsequent
data analysis steps, a post-run smoothing procedure or digital filter is implemented.
One such procedure was first described by Savitzky and Golay.12'13
This technique uses a least squares polynomial mathematical procedure for the
manipulation of the raw or preprocessed data. In order to implement this technique
three conditions must be met: 1) data points must occur at fixed uniform intervals
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along a chosen abscissa; 2) data curves must describe a continuous function; and 3)
the uncertainty in the ordinate values must be greater than the uncertainty in the
abscissa values. The least squares calculation may be carried out in the computer by
convolution of the data points with properly chosen sets of integers. In this cal
culation the ordinates of a fixed number of data points are multiplied by a
convolution constant. The resulting products are summed and normalized to obtain
the average convoluted ordinate at the central abscissa. The point at one end is then
dropped, the next point at the other end is added, and the process is repeated. Figure
1 illustrates this for a five point moving window. The set of numbers at the right are
ordinate values, those at the left are the abscissa values. The box in the center
contains a number of convoluting integers (C , C ., ... C ., C ) opposite to
—n —n +i n — i n
data reference points (X_n, X_^ + j... Xn). For a simple average each C is
numerically equal to one. To perform a convolution of the ordinate numbers in the
table with a set of convoluting integers, C, each number in the block is multiplied by
the corresponding number in the table of data, the results are added and the sum is
normalized. To obtain the next point in the moving average, the center block is slid
down one line and the process is repeated. A generalized formula is given for this
process:
, i=m
Y. =■£, * E C Y1. . (1)
1 N i=-m ' J+1
where j represents the running index of the ordinate data in the original data table, C
is the convolution constant, N is equal to the number of convoluting integers and Y.


































Fig. 1. Convolution operation.
Abscissa points at left, tabular data at right. In box area the convolution-integers,
C|. Operation is the multiplication of the data points by the corresponding Cj ,
summation of the resulting products, and division by a normalizer, resulting in a
single convolute at the point X_. The box is then moved down one line, and the
process repeated.
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The S/N ratio increases with the square root of the number of points used in the
convolution set. Again, this method is miltiplicative, for example, the 5/N ratio can
be improved by a factor of 10 either by: 1) simple averaging of 100 runs, or 2)
averaging only 4 runs followed by a 25 point least squares smoothing treatment. A
very noisy signal would normally be accumulated at least twice to remove noise
spikes which might be mistaken for peaks.
However, there are disadvantages in using too many points for a least squares
smoothing since peak distortion can be introduced. Best results are obtained by
digitizing at high densities (short sampling times) and also by ensuring that no more
than one inflexion (deviation from baseline, peak or shoulder) is present in any one
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convolution operation.
Procedural Reduction- Procedural reduction is a step toward the final two-parameter
data set prior to user interaction, manipulation, interpretation, and report generation.
Fixed algorithms are utilized in processing the data obtained from the acquisition
and digital preprocessing stages. The algorithms are self correcting and capable of
handling the entire data set and formulating it for later manipulation and
transformation.
These algorithms are usually computational in orientation rather than having
real-time constraints. This stage includes much of the system's analytical software
and utilizes many of the advantages of the minicomputer, although in simpler cases,
microcomputers may be used.
An example of procedural reduction is deconvolution. Deconvolution extracts
accurate information concerning all parameters for each of the component peaks in a
fused peak envelope. Many techniques make assumptions concerningthe peak
shapes and approach the solution by approximation. One such procedure was
described by Beech. This technique involves resolving an experimental 'spectrum
into a sum of component bands using a Taylor's series approximation. Assuming that
the absorption band is a Gaussian type function (see figure 2) one starts with an
initial, guessed set of parameters A° B° C?which correspond to e , v and 9 ,
J J J iTlclX iTicLX
respectively. The next approximation will be:
A,1-A,°*«,.B,1-BJ*bjlc;.C° + cj (2)
The corrections a., b., and c. are obtained by expanding e . in a Taylor's series to the
first term:
e. = Z f. . + Za. (^y.) + Zb, (^m_) + Z c ( 3fi,j ) . (3)
J 3A. ] 3 B. J 3^
where f.°. is a function f. (A?, B?, C?). With the assumption that the function is
i>] 1 J J J
differentiable, a least squares fit of equation 3 to the experimental values of e ^
represented by e. is performed. The condition will be that the sum, S, is a minimum:
S = Z (e. - e;')2 (*)
j
S is minimized by taking the first derivatives of S with respect to a., b., c., which
then are set equal to zero.
Fig. 2. A theoretical Gaussian absorption band of maximum absorptivity £„,_,„» half-
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3K number of equations are solved simultaneously to obtain a new set of parameters,






A laboratory data system was developed, based on the APPLE II microcomputer.
The peripherals necessary to implement mass storage, data and graphical display,
real-time data acquisition and subsequent digitization and data transfer were
purchased and installed into the peripheral slots of the APPLE II microcomputer.
They are described as follows:
APPLE II System- The Apple II contains a single board 6502 computer in an injection
molded plastic case with a built in keyboard, eight I/O (input and output) bus slots for
connecting the computer to external devices and a video interface providing a means
of connecting a monitor to the system for printed or graphical display. The system
contains (>k K bytes of RAM (random access memory) and 10 K of ROM (read only
memory). The system is equipped with the UCSD language system, which provides
programming in PASCAL and FORTRAN, in addition to Integer and Applesoft BASIC.
All programming was accomplished through Applesoft (floating point)
BASIC. ' The ability to work with decimal numbers with a 9 digit precision
makes it particularly attractive for scientific applications. Applesoft also provides
several other capabilities. Some commands that have been preprogrammed in Apple
soft are listed and discussed below:
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1. WAIT - allows user to insert a conditional pause into a program.
2. CALL - allows for the execution of a machine - language subroutine.
3. POKE - allows information to be stored in a specific memory location.
4. PEEK - allows for retrieval of information from a specific memory
location.
5. BSAVE - creates a file and stores all the contents of a segment of
memory. Those memory locations may contain a machine-language
program, binary data, or a bit-mapped "picture" from Apple's high-
resolution graphics screen.
6. BLOAD - returns the contents of a binary file to Apple II's memory.
Applesoft provides graphics in two modes: 1) high-resolution and 2) low
resolution. This feature allows one to plot acquired data and label the axis with the
aid of the high-resolution character generator and the character table machine
language subroutines.
Disk Drive- The laboratory data system utilizes two disk drives, which have been
supplied by Apple for mass storage. With the aid of 5.25 inch, 16 sector floppy disks,
each drive provides 140 K bytes of on-line storage. The disk operating system is
instrumental in storing four main file types: Integer and Applesoft BASIC programs,
binary (machine language graphics pages, data tables, etc.) and text (data files of all
types). The disk drives are connected to the system via a controller card which has
an on-board program ih read only memory that controls the disk drives.
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APPLE II Parallel Printer Interface Card- The Parallel Printer Interface Card,
developed by Apple Computer Inc., allows the Apple to produce hardcopy output with
the aid of the IDS MO Paper Tiger printer developed by Integral Data System. The
APPLE II Printer Card was designed to interface with various printers. Therefore it
was customized by connecting the ribbon cable delivered with the parallel printer
card to the connection points in the printer and wiring the jumper configuration block
for the communication procedure for the printer.
APPLE II Real Time Clock- The APPLE II real-time clock (RTC), provided by
Mountain Hardware, adds the dimension of time to the LDS. Time may be accessed in
1 msec intervals and it has interrupt capabilities. The incorporation of a clock is
necessary for the purpose of generating an analog to digital conversion at a desired
frequency. The APPLE clock has an on-board ROM, which allows easy access to time
from Integer and Applesoft BASIC and Assembly language.
Analog to Digital Converter -The Analog to Digital Converter, (Al-0 2) is an 8-bit, 16
channel 70 ysec conversion time sensor developed by Interactive Structures, Inc. It
provides an interface between the Hitatchi Ultraviolet-Visible Spectrophotometer and
the APPLE II. The A1-0 2 senses the analog signal emanating from the recorder
output of the Hitatchi and digitizes it. The A1-0 2 accepts information in the form
of an analog voltage in the range of 0 to 5.00 volts and converts it to a digital number
between 0 and 255.
APPLE II Communication Interface Card- The APPLE II Communication Interface
developed by Apple Inc. allows the APPLE II to transfer data, acquired by the APPLE
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II, to the PDP 11/34 minicomputer for heavier number - crunching data analysis. The
communication interface allows the computer to communicate over an RS-232 line at
baud rates from 100 to 9600. Our communication interface is set for 1200/300 baud
so that it can be used for both direct connection (at 1200 baud) and telecommunica
tions (at 300 baud) via an acoustic coupler.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The software system (ADCON) was developed to feature interactive control of
the experimental parameter set-up, real-time data acquisition, data filing and display
operations. The system is capable of acquiring data from multiple scans and
subsequently averaging them. Experimental parameter set-up, timing and ensemble
averaging are accomplished in the main program and data acquisition, graphical
display, and data filing are accomplished through the aid of three main program
subroutines. The main program and the three main subroutine programs are shown in
appendices l-ty.
Main Program
The experimental parameter set-up routine allows the user to input the number
of scans (SN), initial wavelength (XI), scan rate (SR), and the number of points per
second (NPSEC). These parameters are then used to calculate the total experimental
time (TET), the total number of points sampled (TP), and the dwell time (DT) via the
following formulas:
TET = NM/SR ' (6)
TP = NPSEC* TET (7)
DT = 1/NPSEC (8)




Control of the clock was made possible through the on board programmable read
only memory (PROM) circuitry. This circuitry allows the time to be read from an on
board time file, by addressing a specific memory location with a peek command.
Procedures for stopping and starting the clock are outlined in the APPLE CLOCK
MANUAL.
Once the clock has been started a 100 msec pause was issued by a WAIT
command. A counter is used in conjunction with the wait command to issue pauses in
multiples of 100 msec. The syntax for the wait commant is:
WAIT aexprl, aexpr 2, aexpr 3
where aexprl = the memory location to be tested.
The first parameter that was set was aexpr 3. BT, aexpr3, was first set to zero. The
second and third parameters were set and the wait command (3) was executed.
WAIT - 16189, 1, BT (9)
A counter (C) was used in conjunction with the WAIT command to increase the
dwell time, DT.
C = C + 1 • (10)
The counter was incremented once every 100 msec, which was followed by a
test to determine the exact time for performing the analog to digital conversion.
IfABS(C-DT) = .001 THEN 520 . (11)
The analog digital conversion is followed by a calculation of the wavelength
corresponding to that conversion and subsequent storage into array W(I).
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W(I)=X1-D (12)
where D is a function of the resolution (R).
D = D + R (13)
Line 625 (see Appendix 1 con't) handles the normalization of repetitive scans.
Line 626 converts the results of the analog to digital conversion to numbers, ranging
from 0 to 2 absorbance units.
A(I) = (2/255) * A(I) (15)
Following the conversions, the results are listed upon request by the user.
Lines (>kk - 660 handle the request for storing and displaying the data. These options
are explained further under subheading subroutines.
Lines 680 - 696 handle the plot save option.
Subroutines
A/D Conversion - Once the desired time has expired, the analog to digital conversion
is executed at line 770 as outlined in the AI-02 manual. The results of the
conversion is added to any previous conversion and stored in an array A(I).
A(I) = A(I) + PEEK (AI) ' (16)
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The clock counter, C, is then set to zero and control is returned to the main program.
Data Save - This subroutine creates a sequential text (data) file and stores the data
that has been collected in the experiment. Line 1180 opens the file and line 1190
allows the subsequent output from PRINT statements, in lines in 1195 - 1220, to be
sent to the named text file. Line 1230 closes the file and end the file-writing
process.
Graphics - The graphics subroutine scales and plots the acquired data on a 225 x
pixel screen. Labels are printed on the axis with the aid of two machine language
subroutines the "HI-RES CHARACTER GENERATOR" and "CHARACTER TABLE".
The routine in lines 860 - 890 scans the array A(l) to determine the maximum
value on the abscissa. In line 930 scaling factors are determined as a function of the
maximum screen coordinates. Both arrays are then scaled in lines 940 - 960. The
routines at lines 1000 - 1045 handle the construction of the "x" and "y" axis. The
entire absorbance array is plotted against the wavelength array, afterwhich, the axis
are labeled.
Application Programs
Several application programs were written for the laboratory data system. The
first program, PREPDECON, manipulates data stored by ADCON. RETRIEVE-SEND
transfers data files to the PDP 11/34 minicomputer. The third program, SAVITKY-
GOLAY performs a polynomial least squares fit on the preprocessed data.
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PREPDECON - The first program Prepdecon (see Appendix 5) uses the data stored
by Adcon to convert the wavelength to wavenumber and creates and stores two new
files, frequency and absorbance on disk. The user inputs the filename for the data
that is stored by Adcon, followed by the retrieval of the file from the disk, and the
wavelength to wavenumber conversion. The user then inputs the name of the
frequency file followed by the storage of the total number of points (TP) and the
frequency array V(I). After the entire array has been stored on disk, the user inputs
the absorbance filename followed by the storage of the absorbance array (E(0) into a
file with that name.
RETRIEVE-SEND - This program (see Appendix 6) utilizes the communication
capabilities of the system for transfering data files to the PDP 11/34 minicomputer.
First the user enters the full-duplex terminal mode in order to have access to the
PDP 11/34 microcomputer. After the terminal mode has been entered, the editor is
entered, the terminal mode is cancelled, and the Retrieve-Send program is loaded and
executed. The questions that appear on the screen are then answered to expedite
data transfer. When all data has been transferred, the cursor appears at the bottom
of the screen, the terminal mode is entered and the data file closed.
SAVITZKY-GOLAY - This program (Appendix 7-11) performs digital filtering on
preprocessed data, using the method of Savitzky and Golay. The program requires the
appropriate points and covolutes to be stored on disk prior to execution. It consists of
a main program which handles the initialization of the filter and three subroutines
which handle the input, filtering, and storage operations.
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The main program, contained in lines 100 through 320, is self explanatory. In
the first subroutine, lines 1010 through 1070, the appropriate file containing the
points and the corresponding convolution integers is named afterwhich the informa
tion contained in that file is retrieved from disk. The second subroutine retrieves a
file containing unfiltered data and performs a software filter on that data. Lines
2000 through 2110 handles the retrieval of data. The filter point is initialized in
2220. The main loop^consists of 2230 through 2280. The inner loop, line 2250,moves
the previous set of points up one position and adds the next point. In line 2260, the
convoluting integers are multiplied by the corresponding data and the product is
summed. In line 2280, the sum is divided by the normalizing constant and the
resulting smoothed point is stored. The third subroutine plots the filtered data and
labels the axis. The fourth subroutine creates a data file and stores the filtered data
on disk.
Application of Program
In order to illustrate the previously discussed programs, a number of results are
presented. An absorption spectrum of an iron complex is shown in figure 3. The
spectrum does not allow for a detailed study; however, it does give an adequate
pictorial representation of the acquired data.
In (Appendix 12) a typical printout of ADCON is shown to demonstrate the
interactive control of the experiment which is made possible through an interpretive
language such as Applesoft BASIC. It also demonstrates the ability to select






_3. Absorption spectrum of an iron complex.
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allows the user to average up to four experiments when ensemble averaging is needed.
It is important to be able to vary the initial wavelength (XI) to allow the user to
begin the experiment at any wavelength in the ultra-violet or visible region. This
alleviates the problem of having to scan an entire preset region. The scan rate (SR)
may be set to coincide with one of four (60, 120, 180, 240) preset modes on the
instrument. The number of points per second (NPSEC) allows the user to control the
resolution by choosing one of four rates, 1, 2, 5 and 10 pt/sec. It also demonstrates
other options such as filing (data or pictorial) and graphics option.
PREPDECON was applied to data acquired by ADCON. The absorbance array
was converted to frequency and stored into a new file and the wavelength array was
also stored. These two files were then transfered to the PDP 11/34 by RETRIEVE-
SEND. DECON was applied to the data that was transfered by RETRIEVE-SEND (see
Appendix 13).
In order to demonstrate the software filters a noisy spectrum was simulated
through a double sine angle function. Inherent noise that accompany output signals
was simulated by incorporating a random (RND) function. The noise was removed by
averaging repetitive scans and/or a Savitzky-Golay digital filter. Fig. 4 shows a
simulation of raw data of an absorption spectrum. Fig. 5 illustrates the S/N
enhancement obtained with a 16 scan average. The 16 scan average filters out a
significant amount of the low frequency noise.
In Fig. 6, a 25 point filter was applied to raw data. The S/N was enhanced by a
factor of five; however, a filter of this width results in a slightly distorted peak. In
Fig. 7, a 16 scan ensemble average was combined with a 25 point filter resulting in an
enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of 20.
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Fig. i\. Simulated absorption spectrum.
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Fig. 5. Sixteen-ensemble averages.
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i:
Fig. 6. Twenty-five point fiiter.
32
Fig. 7. Sixteen-ensemble averages followed by a twenty-five point filter.
CONCLUSION
A laboratory data system has been developed. The system performs data
acquisition, experimental parameter control, high resolution graphical display, data
storage and transfer. The system acquires data at a rate up to 10 pt/sec while
scanning at one of four (60, 120, 180, 240 NM/sec) scan rates.
33
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200 REM THIS PROGRAM ACQUIRES DATA FROM A UV-VIS SPECTR
OPHOTOMETER,DISPLAYS IT» AND WRITES IT INTO A TEXT FILE.
210 D* = CHR$ (4): REM CTRL/D FOR DOS COMMANDS
220 REM CALCULATE THE TOTAL EXPERIMENT TIME AND THE DE
SIRED WAIT TIME
230 TEXT : HOME
235 INPUT "ENTER THE NO. OF SCANS"JSN
240 INPUT "ENTER THE INTIAL WAVELENGTH "5X1
250 INPUT "ENTER THE SCAN RATE "JSR
260 SR = (SR / 60): REM CONVERT SCAN RATE TO NM/SEC
280 REM CALCULATE THE TOTAL EXPERIMENTAL TIME IN SEC
290 INPUT "ENTER THE TOTAL # OF NM TO BE SCANNED "»NM
300 TET = NM / SR
310 PRINT "IT WILL TAKE "JTETJ" SECONDS TO SCAN "tNMJ" N
320 INPUT "ENTER THE NO. OF POINTS/SEC <l,2»5tlO> "JNPSE
C
330 TP » NPSEC * TET: REM CALCULATE THE TOTAL NO. OF POI
NTS
340 DIM A(TP + 1)»W(TP + 1)
350 DT = 1 / NPSECJ REM DWELL TIME BETWEEN POINTS
360 R = NM / TP: REM RESOLUTION IE. WAVELENGTH INC PER P
T.
365 FOR I = 1 TO TP'.A(I) ■ 0} NEXT It REM INITIALIZE AB
S ARRAY
370 i = o:c = o:d = ojp = 1: rem inialize variables
375 N = 2:A1 = - 16384 + (256 ♦ N)5CH = Ot REM ADC SLOT
I CHANNEL NO.
380 REM
390 REM START THE EXPT.!!!
400 REM
405 FOR K = 1 TO SNJ REM REPETITIVE SCANS
410 INPUT "PRESS RETURN WHEN READY TO START "»A$
420 A = PEEK ( - 16186)t REM STOP CLOCK
430 A = PEEK < - 16187): REM START CLOCK
440 BT = 0
445 FOR I = 1 TO TP
450 WAIT - 16189,lrBT
460 B = BT + It ON B GOTO 470»480
470 BT = I4. GOTO 490
36
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480 BT = 0
490 C = C + .1
500 IF ABS (C - DT) < = .001 THEN 520
510 GOTO 450: REM CONTINUE WAITING
520 GOSUB 730: REM DO A/D CONVERSION
525 IF K > 1 THEN GOTO 550
530 Wd) = XI - DJD = D + R
550 NEXT It PRINT





REM PRINT OUT DATA
REM
INPUT "DO YOU WANT THE DATA PRINTED OUT (Y/N) ? "JAt













FOR I = 1 TO TP
625 Ad) = Ad) / (K - 1>: REM NORMALIZE REPETITIVE SCAN
626 Ad) = (2 / 255)
630 PRINT "AC ill
* Ad)
) = " » A(I)t * W("i Ii " ) =
* Ad)635 Ad) = (255 / 2)
640 NEXT I






IF At = "Y" THEN GOSUB 1130: REM SAVE DATA TO DIS
INPUT "DO YOU WANT GRAPHICS (Y OR N> ? "*A*
IF At = "Y" THEN GOSUB 820J REM DO GRAPHICS
CALL - 758? PRINT Dt;"PR#O"! TEXT HOME REM 'Uf)l
T FOR A KEY
680 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE PLOT (Y/N)
690 IF At = "N' THEN GOTO 700
694 INPUT "ENTER THE PLOT NAME "JP*
696 PRINT Dt;"BSAVE"JPtJ',A*4000>Lt2000"






730 REh ***A/D CONVERSION***
740 REM
770 POKE Al + itCHlAd) = A(I) + PEEK (Al)







1130 REM DATA SAVE SUBROUTINE
1140 REM THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES THE DATA TO A FILE
1150 REM THE DATA IS STORED IN THE FORMAT W(D:A<I>
1160 REM




1200 FOR I = 1 TO TP









820 REM ***GRAPHICS SUBROUTINE***
840 POKE 216,01 REM CLEAR ERRFLG -ENABLE NORMAL ERROR M
ESSAGES
850 REM SCAN ARRAY FOR MAXIMUM VALUE ON Y-AXIS
860 YMAX = ACL)
870 FOR I = 2 TO TP
880 IF Ad) > YMAX THEN YMAX = Ad)
890 NEXT I
900 XMIN = XI ~ NMJ REM THE XRANGE =THE INTIAL UAVELENGN
D "Y" CO-ORDINATES
910 X = 225JY = 164: REM SET THE MAXIMUM SCREEN CO-ORDIN
ATES
920 REM CALCULATE THE SCALING FACTORS FOR "X" AND "V C
0-ORDINATES
930 SI = (X / NM):S2 = <(Y - 4) / YMAX)
940 FOR I = 1 TO TP
950 Ad) » 164 - <S2 * A(I))tU(I) = 54 + (SI * (W(I) - XM
AX))
960 NEXT I
970 PRINT DfJ'BLOAD HI-RES CHARACTER GENERATOR'
980 PRINT DfJ'BLOAD CHARACTER TABLE"
990 HGR2 5 HCOLOR= 3J REM SET FULL SCREEN GRAPHICS FOR
PAGE 2
991 POKE 54,04. POKE 55.96} REM INITIALIZE HI-RES CHARAC
TER MODE
995 HPLOT 54,4 TO 54,164 TO 279,164
iooo j = uytic = 4jp = ioo
1010 FOR I = 1 TO 20
1020 IF I = J THEN 1027
1021 HPLOT 54,YTIC TO 56,YTIC
1025 GOTO 1035
1027 M = 2 * (YMAX / 255)
1030 VTAB Jt HTAB 4JTICV = (((J - 1) / 20) * M - M)JTICV
= ABS (TICV)U = J + 5
1031 TICV = INT (TICV * P + .5) / PI PRINT TICV. REM R
OUND OFF TIC-MARK VALUES, STORE INTO
STRING
VARIABLE, AND PRINT VAL
1032 HPLOT 51,YTIC TO 57,YTIC

































){ FOR I = 1 TO TP{
PLOT GRAPH
54: IF X = J THEN
HPLOT TO W(I),A(
1062 VTAB 23J HTAB 7? PRINT XMIN
1064 VTAB 23: HTAB 38: PRINT XI
1070 VTAB 241 HTAB 18:A$ = ■WAVELENGTH(NM)'! PRINT A*
1080 A* = 'ABSORBANCE*: VTAB 8: REM SET TAB FOR PRINTING
(ABS) LABEL




120 REM THIS PROGRAM WILL TAKE DATA FROM A FILE CONTAIN
ING VALUtS FOR ABSORBANCE VS. WAVELENGTHtCONVERT WAVELENG
TH TO FREQU
ENCY ,CREATE TWO NEW FILES (FREQ, AND ABS),AND STORE
THEM TO DISK.
130 60SUB 210: REM RETREVE ORIGINAL FILE
135 FOR I = I TO NPtAd) = (2 / 255) * A(.I)J NEXT
140 REM THE FILE IS RETURNED IN THE FORMAT OF TrA. A'BSO
RBANCE = A AND WAVELENGTH = T.
150 REM STORE ABSORBANCE IN ARRAY E(I) AND STORE FREQUE
NCY IN ARRAY V(I).
160 FOR I M TO NP:V(I) = (3 * 10 " 10) / T(I)JE(I) = A
(I): NEXT I
170 GOSUB 290: REM CREATE FREQUENCY FILE AND STORE TO
DISK
180 GOSUB 390: REM CREATE ABSORBANCE FILE AND STORE T
0 DISK
190 END
200 REM THIS SUBROUTINE RETRIEVES A FILE THAT HAS BEEN
STORED TO DISK.
210 INPUT "ENTER THE DATA FILE NAME. "»A*
220 PRINT
230 D$ = CHR* <4)t REM D$ = CTRL-D
240 PRINT D$5'OPEN "JA*
250 PRINT 0*»'READ •tA*
255 INPUT NP
256 INPUT NP: REM INPUT THE NUMBER OF POINTS
258 DIM E(NP + 1),V(NP + 1),A(NP + 1)»T<NP + 1)
260 FOR I = 1 TO NP
262 INPUT T(I> J INPUT A(I)
268 NEXT I
270 PRINT D$»"CLOSE "5A$
280 RETURN
290 REM
300 REM THIS SUBROUTINES CREATES A FILE AND SAVES IT TO
DISK
310 INPUT "ENTER THE DATA FILE NAME. "?A*
320 PRINT
330 PRINT Dt»"OPEN "»A*











NPJ PRINT V(I): NEXT I






















100 REh THIS PROGRAM TAKES A TEXT FILE
110 REM FROM DISK AND SENDS IT TO AN EXTERNAL COMPUTER
120 REM WRITTEN BY G.SCOTT OWEN 1-80
125 REM THE FIRST ENTRY IN THE FILE MUST BE THE NUMBER
OF LINES
130 D* = CHR$ (4)J REM CTRL D
150 INPUT "NAME OF TEXT FILE? "?Z*
160 PRINT D$r"MON C»I»O"
180 PRINT D$»"OPEN '»Z*
190 PRINT D$»'READ "JZ*
200 INPUT I
210 DIM A$(I + 1)
220 FOR J = 1 TO I
230 GET B$l IF B* = CHR* (13) THEN 250
240 A$<J) = A$(J) + B*: GOTO 230
250 NEXT J
260 PRINT D«?"CLOSE "?Z*
270 PRINT DiJ'NOMON CfI»O"
280 REM
290 REM SEND DATA TO EXTERNAL COMPUTER
300 REM
310 INPUT "ENTER THE COMM. BOARD SLOT * "5SL0T
320 PRINT D*J'PR*1JSLOT
330 PRINT i: FOR J = 1 TO I
340 PRINT A$(J)
350 NEXT J
360 PRINT D$i"PR#O": REM RETURN TO APPLE
370 END
APPENDIX 7.
100 REM *** DIGITAL FILTER ***
110 REM THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS CURVE SMOOTHING USING THE
METHOD OF SAVITZKY I GOLAY
120 REM THE PROGRAM REQUIRES THE APPROPRIATE POINTS AND
CONVOLUTES FILE
130 REM IT ALSO REQUIRES THE FILE OF DATA TO BE SMOOTHE
D
140 REM THE POINTS i CONVOLUTE FILES ARE NAMED ACCORDIN
G TO THE * OF PTS.
150 REM FOR EXAMPLE FOR A 9 PT. WEIGHTED FILTER THE FIL
E NAME WOULD BE SG9,ETC*
160 REM THE PROGRAM WILL ALSO PLOT BOTH THE RftW AND UNF
ILTERED DATA
CHR* (4): REM CTRL/D FOR DISK I/O
: HOME : REM CLEAR SCREEN
"POLYNOMIAL LEAST SQUARES FILTERING': PRINT
"ENTER THE NUMBER OF PTS.FOR YOUR FILTER"
N*
lOOOJ REM READ IN S-G FILE












270 IF A* = 1Y1
NE
280 PRINT J PRINT "DO
•{ INPUT '(Y/N) "JA$
290 IF A* = 'Y* THEN
TO DISK
300 PRINT : INPUT "AGAIN (Y/N)
310 IF A* = "Y" THEN GOTO 200










PLOT OF THE RAW AND
REM GRAPHICS SUBROUTI
YOU WANT 10 SAVE THE FILTERED DATA


















































FIRST NUMBER(=# OF RECORDS
CALCULATE NORM
APPENDIX 9.
2000 REM ***FILTERING ROUTINE***
2010 REM
2020 REM READ IN DATA FILES
2030 PRINT D$J"OPEN"JFI$
2040 PRINT Dt;'READ'»FI*
2050 INPUT TP! REM TOTAL * OF PTS.
2060 DIM W(TP)tA(TP).fAS6(TP)J REM INPUT (U»A) AND FILTE
RED <AS6) DATA ARRAYS
2080 FOR I = 1 TO TP




2200 REM START FILTER
2210 REM
2215 IPT = INT (N / 2)t REM INITIAL POINT/WINDOW
2220 SPT = IPT + IS REM STARTING FILTER POINT
2230 FOR I = SPT TO <TP - IPT)
2235 B = OS REM CLEAR SUM
2240 FOR J = 1 TO N
2250 K = I - IPT + J - 1J REM DETN. DATA POINT TO BE TRE
ATED
2260 B = B + A<K) * CNM(J)
2270 NEXT J




3000 REM *** GRAPHICS SUBROUTINE ***
3002 REM
3010 REh SCAN ARRAYS FOR MAX VALUES ON Y AXIS






FOR I = 2 TO TP
REM SET X RANGE—Y RANGE
SET SCREEN COORDIN
IF A(I) > YUMAX THEN YUMAX = A(I)
IF ASG(I) > YFMAX THEN YFMAX = ASG(I)
NEXT I
IF YUMAX > = YFMAX THEN YMAX = YUMAX: GOTO 3070
3064 YMAX = YFMAX
3070 XR = ABS (W(TP) - W(l>):
IS YMAX-O=YMAX
3072 YR = YMAX
3080 XSCREEN = 239:YSCREEN = 174: REM
ATE RANGES
3090 SX = XSCREEN / XR:SY = YSCREEN / YR
3095 XMIN = W(l)
3100 REM CALCULATE SCALED ARRAYS
3110 FOR I = 1 TO TP
3120 W(I) = 40 + (SX * (W(I) - XMIN))
= 174 - (SY * A(I)):AS6(I) = 174 - (SY * ASG(I>
LOAD CHARACTERS AND DRAW AXIS
Dtf'BLOAD HI-RES CHARACTER GENERATOR"
Dt*, " BLOAD CHARACTER TABLE1
: HCOLOR= 3J REM SET FULL SCREEN GRAPHICS FOR
COLOR-WHITE
40,8 TO 40,174 TO 279,174: REM DRAW AXES
PLOT UNFILTERED POINTS
= 1 TO TP: HPLOT W(I),A(I>: NEXT I
WRITE HEADING
54,0: POKE 55,96: REM INITIALIZE HI-RES CHARA
24: HTAB 17JA* = *WAVELENGTH(NM)": PRINT A*
ABSORBANCE": VTAB 8







































3510 CALL - 758: REM WAIT FOR A KEY
3520 TEXT
3530 INPUT 'DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE PLOT ? "JA$
3540 IF A$ = 'Y1 THEN INPUT 'NAME ? "»A$: PRINT D$»'BSA
VE'JA$f"»A16384rL8192 •
3550 PRINT J PRINT 'NOW WE WILL PLOT THE FILTERED POINTS
3560 PRINT t PRINT 'HIT ANY KEY WHEN READY'{ CALL - 758
3570 REM PLOT OF FILTERED POINTS
3600 HGR2 { HCOLOR= 3! HPLOT 40>8 TO 40»174 TO 279>174J
REM REPEAT PLOT
3610 FOR I = 1 TO TP: HPLOT W(I)»AS6(I)J NEXT I
3615 POKE 54,0! POKE 55»96: REM INITIALIZE HIRES CHARAC
TERS MODE
3620 VTAB 245 HTAB 17JA$ = •WAVELENGTH(NM>'J PRINT A»»SG
$
3640 At = 'ABSORBANCE': VTAB 8
3650 FOR N = 1 TO LEN (A$)J HTAB 2t PRINT MID$ (A*»N»1
)J NEXT N
3660 CALL - 758J TEXT : HOME
3670 INPUT 'DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE PLOT ? "JA*








































ILE NAME FOR THE TREATED
APPENDIX 12.
JRUN
ENTER THE NO. OF SCANS 1
ENTER THE INITIAL WAVELENGTH 650
ENTER THE SCAN RATE 60
ENTER THE TOTAL — OF NM TO BE SCANNED 25
IT WILL TAKE 25 SECONDS TO SCAN 25 NM.
ENTER THE NO. OF POINTS/SEC (1, 2, 5, 10) 1
PRESS RETURN WHEN READY TO START
RESET SPECTROPHOTOMETER



















































DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE DATA (Y/N) ?
ENTER THE DATA FILE NAME ? SAMPLE +7
DO YOU WANT GRAPHICS (Y OR N) ? N




























C THIS PROGRAM RESOLVES OVERLAPPING CURVES.
C BASED ON F--IV IN CHEMISTRY-7-20-77-GS0.






103 FORMATUHIfIXf'FILE 1-FREQ.fFILE 2-ABSORP.'>/)
CALL ASSIGN (1,'FILE',-1,'OLD' fNCfI)
CALL ASSIGN (2,'FILE2',-1,'OLD ' »NC»1 )







5 FORHATdHlf 72<1H#) , // , 15A4// t 72 ( 1H* ) , // , '
INPUT DATA'v
1/f1X»72UH-) )





32 FORMAT(<22Xf3(3X»E13.5) > )
60 F0RMAT<1Xf72<IH«) )




100 FQRMAT(1H1»1Xf'INPUT THE TITLE')
ACCEPT 4f(TITLE(I)»I=1f15)
TYPE 110











105 FORMATdXr'A= E-MAX,B = l/2 WIDTH AT 1/2 HEI6HT»C









































































































































































































z. ™" n. ^ x /
DO 18 J=1»NZ
A=FO(IfJ)
18 Z = Z-A
17 X<K+2*NZ,N+l)=X<K+2*NZ»N+l)+Z*FCd,K)
C INSPECT MATRIX FOR SMALL ELEMENTS
XMIN=1




IF (XMIN.GE,.001) GO TO 224
SCA=1,/XMIN







IF <A9.GT.O. .AND. AKD.GT. 0.) GO TO 21




Bl< J)=BKJ)+L9*X(NZ + JrN+l)















IF(IC.EQ.l) GO TO 1000
IF(ERSQ(IC)-ERSQ(IC-l)) 1000t1000»1001
1001 DO 1005 1=1,NZ
A1(I>=A1<I)-.5*L9*X(I,N+1>
1005 C1<I>=CHI)-L9*X<2*NZ+K>N + 1)*.9
1000 CONTINUE
TYPE 31rIC»ERSQ(IC)iAl(l)»Bl(l)iCi(l)
IF (NZ.GT.l) TYPE 32»(Al<I)»B1(I)»Cl(I)t1=2»NZ>
IF UC.EQ.I) GO TO 99
PC = ABS((ERSQ(IC)-ERSQ(IC-l))*100/ERSQ(IC-1) )
IF <PC.GT,1.0,AND.IC.LT.100> GO TO 99
TYPE 60
28 TYPE 25»<E(K),K=IS,IE)
TYPE 26» <F(L)>L = IS»IE)
IF (IE.GE.NP) 60 TO 27
IS = MINO( (IS + 8) i-NP)
IE--=MINO< (IE + B) »NP)
GO TO 28
27 CONTINUE
TYPE 60
CALL
CALL
CALL
END
CLOSE
CLOSE
EXIT
(1)
(2)
56
